


Your Grand Vision™ is who you are. Not who you would likeYour Grand Vision™ is who you are. Not who you would like

to be, not who you think you should be, but who you are into be, not who you think you should be, but who you are in

your life, right now.your life, right now.   

Another way to put Is that you are sum collection of yourAnother way to put Is that you are sum collection of your

values. Values represent your unique and individualvalues. Values represent your unique and individual

essence, your ultimate and most fulfilling form ofessence, your ultimate and most fulfilling form of

expressing and relating.expressing and relating.

  your values serve as a compass pointing out what it meansyour values serve as a compass pointing out what it means

to be true to yourself.to be true to yourself.   

When you honour your values on a regular and consistentWhen you honour your values on a regular and consistent

basis, life is good and fulfilling.basis, life is good and fulfilling.   

Important life decisions are easier to make and outcomesImportant life decisions are easier to make and outcomes

are more fulfilling when the decisions are viewed through aare more fulfilling when the decisions are viewed through a

lense of well-understood personal values.lense of well-understood personal values.   
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Hindering beliefs can seriously hold us back in life andHindering beliefs can seriously hold us back in life and

most of the time such beliefs are invisible to us. Theymost of the time such beliefs are invisible to us. They

control some of our thoughts and behaviours behind thecontrol some of our thoughts and behaviours behind the

scenes, enough to sabotage results in areas of life.scenes, enough to sabotage results in areas of life.

  Some simply call them unconscious beliefs. More often,Some simply call them unconscious beliefs. More often,

they don’t help us; rather, they hold us back from reachingthey don’t help us; rather, they hold us back from reaching

our dreams and our desire to live freely. They stop us fromour dreams and our desire to live freely. They stop us from

fully realising our potential.fully realising our potential.

In Eliminating Hindering Beliefs™ we uncover what theIn Eliminating Hindering Beliefs™ we uncover what the

beliefs that hold you back are then we eliminate them.beliefs that hold you back are then we eliminate them.
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Within Fearlessness™ you learn the principles thatWithin Fearlessness™ you learn the principles that

the most successful and most peaceful people havethe most successful and most peaceful people have

cultivated.  cultivated.  

Becoming fearless is to push past our comfort zone,Becoming fearless is to push past our comfort zone,

it's to push past, the fear of uncertainty, the fear ofit's to push past, the fear of uncertainty, the fear of

not succeeding, the fear of other peoplesnot succeeding, the fear of other peoples

commentary on your life.commentary on your life.   

Fearlessness™ is to enter the learning zone, this isFearlessness™ is to enter the learning zone, this is

where we do things we’re not great at yet, fail atwhere we do things we’re not great at yet, fail at

them, but learn from our mistakes, and this is wherethem, but learn from our mistakes, and this is where

you are now expanding your comfort zone to beyou are now expanding your comfort zone to be

comfortable in facing your limiting beliefs or bettercomfortable in facing your limiting beliefs or better

yet comfortable being the Caption of your ship,yet comfortable being the Caption of your ship,

comfortable when handling bad weather, harshcomfortable when handling bad weather, harsh

waves and also getting comfortable navigating thewaves and also getting comfortable navigating the

ocean.ocean.
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  Most if not all of human history was spent in small groupsMost if not all of human history was spent in small groups

in which each individual was dependent on others forin which each individual was dependent on others for

survival.survival.

Anchoring Systems™ was created for two reasons. The firstAnchoring Systems™ was created for two reasons. The first

being that you being able to connect authentically andbeing that you being able to connect authentically and

compassionately with others, other people who you wouldcompassionately with others, other people who you would

like to be in the same social network.like to be in the same social network.

The second reason being leadership. Being a leader of yourThe second reason being leadership. Being a leader of your

own life, taking full responsibility of your world and how itown life, taking full responsibility of your world and how it

occurs for you. It’s you at your best. Personal leadership isoccurs for you. It’s you at your best. Personal leadership is

a way to lead yourself from the inside out. You take thea way to lead yourself from the inside out. You take the

opportunity to design, create, and achieve your ideal waysopportunity to design, create, and achieve your ideal ways

of living, speaking and being. Leadership is speaking yourof living, speaking and being. Leadership is speaking your

truth even if your voice shakes! Its being authentic andtruth even if your voice shakes! Its being authentic and

saying whats so  when it is so; speaking the truth when yousaying whats so  when it is so; speaking the truth when you

know it to be.know it to be.
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HarmonyHarmony™ is being in alignment with your ™ is being in alignment with your GrandGrand

VisionVision™, being able to ™, being able to Eliminate Your HinderingEliminate Your Hindering

Beliefs™Beliefs™ , live your life , live your life FearlesslyFearlessly , having created your, having created your

personal personal Anchoring SystemsAnchoring Systems™ whilst living your life in™ whilst living your life in

HarmonyHarmony™.™.
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Welcome to The Alive Tribe, my name is Washington and I will be your

guide to a new realm of possibility.

I've learnt holistic practices, invested in property, and co-found a tech

company. BUT my purpose is to be of service to individuals who want

to their best selves and companies such as; Metro Bank PLC, UCA,

University of Kent by empowering them through my Speeches &

Programs. 

I believe that surviving is going through the world: powerlessly, weak,

anxious, and unfulfilled. Thriving is the opposite: Power, Joy, and

Fearlessness & and that's what ill do for you, guide you to

fearlessness!

A B O U T  M E

JO IN  NOW  THE  TR I BE  TODAY !

https://go.oncehub.com/BecomeAlive

